Broker Pre‐licensing Testimonials
As a full‐time realtor with 13 years of experience, I started the Broker Pre‐Licensing class with the
finance and the appraisal courses because this was my weakness. With the encouraging and welcoming
environment at DAAR, I continued through all the required courses. The classes were interesting, the
instructors were current, and I made friends with classmates that I know I can count on. I now am a
Broker and own my own firm. The biggest take away from my experience is, "you don't know what you
don't know!" I am so thankful I did this. I would encourage any realtor, whether you aspire to be a
Broker or not, to take the course. It will set you apart and help you in your business.
Kathryn Sink, Principal Broker
Homes for Leaders Real Estate

Just wanted to say thank you many times over again for holding the Broker’s class. I certainly got a lot
more attending this class than online. All the instructors were stellar in making sure the class had a
full understanding before moving on. I never felt rushed or confused on the subjects covered and
would recommend this class to anyone looking to take the next step forward in their Real Estate
career!

Christianna Pyo, Associate Broker
Long & Foster

When I decided to obtain my Brokers license it was important that I had the best instructors our industry
had to offer. In selecting DAAR to complete this career advancing qualification I was not disappointed. So
often classes are 'book led' with little creativity. For each of the 4 modules we had first class instructors
with a wealth of knowledge of our profession. My fellow students added an additional level of experience
and having this added to the mix made the classes both instructional and enjoyable. After each module
the trainers remained accessible as we prepared for the Broker Exam which I was able to approach in
total confidence. If you want to progress your career as a Broker or simply raise your standard of
knowledge this is a worthwhile qualification made easier by the service DAAR offers.
Barry Taylor, Associate Broker, ABR, e‐PRO
Assistant Manager/Director of Agent Development
Weichert Loudoun County

